The theory of the m agneto-resistance effects in metals G eneral form ulae are o b tain ed for th e effect of a m agnetic field on th e electrical a n d th e rm a l co nductivities of a m etal in w hich th e re are tw o overlapping b an d s of no rm al form . Sim ple form ulae are set up w hich, th o u g h n o t stric tly v alid for all te m p e ra tu re s a n d fields, reduce to th e correct expressions in th e th re e lim iting cases of high tem p e ra tu re s, low te m p e ra tu re s an d v ery strong m agnetic fields.
Introduction
While the modern theory of metals gives a satisfactory account of most of the conduction phenomena, there are still many problems concerning the effect of a magnetic field which have not been adequately explained. In all cases it is possible to give formal expressions for the physical quantities concerned, but comparison with experiment is impossible unless a sufficiently simple model is adopted which enables the calculations to be completed. It is usual to assume th at the electrons are quasi-free, the energy being proportional to the square of the wave-number, and, even if less restrictive assumptions are made in parts of the calculation, the assumption of quasi-free electrons is generally made at the end. Unfortunately, this simple model cannot be used for discussing the magneto-resistance effects since it gives a zero change of resistance, and more complicated models are necessary (Peierls 1931) . One assumption that enables a definite result to be obtained is that the energy is a general quadratic function of the wave-vector and that a time of relaxation exists.* The disadvantage of this model is that a time of relaxation can only be defined at high temperatures even for the simplest model, and that in the * T h e tim e o f re la x a tio n is d efin e d b y th e r a t e a t w h ic h a n o n -e q u ilib riu m d is tr ib u tio n o f th e e le c tro n s is b r o u g h t in to th e e q u ilib riu m s t a te w h e n th e e le c tro n s a r e s u b je c t o n ly to co llisio n s w ith th e la ttic e . I n g e n e ra l a tim e o f re la x a tio n c a n n o t b e u n a m b ig u o u s ly d e fin ed sin ce i t d e p e n d s u p o n th e in itia l d is trib u tio n . F o r a n is o tro p ic s u b s ta n c e , h o w e v e r, a tim e o f re la x a tio n e x is ts a t te m p e r a tu r e s la rg e c o m p a re d w ith th e D e b y e te m p e r a tu r e , a n d all th e c a lc u la tio n s th e n b eco m e re la tiv e ly sim p le . A t low te m p e ra tu re s , o n th e o th e r h a n d , th is sim p lify in g a s s u m p tio n is n o lo n g e r p e rm iss ib le (W ilso n 1936, p p . 159, 208, 212, 219) .
O n e o f th e c o n seq u e n c e s o f th e e x is te n c e o f a tim e o f re la x a tio n is th e v a lid ity o f th e W ie d e m a n n -F ra n z law (see W ilso n 1936, p . 175), a n d m o re p a r tic u la r ly M a k in so n (1938), w h e re a d e ta ile d d iscu ssio n is g iv e n o f th e d e v ia tio n s fro m th e W ie d e m a n n -F ra n z law ).
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[ 435 ] model proposed it is not possible to calculate the time of relaxation in terms of the atomic constants of the metal. The calculation is therefore essentially a formal one.
There are only two models for which it has so far proved possible to carry out the calculations completely. The first refers to semi-conductors in which the electrons are considered to be free and to have a Maxwellian distribution (Harding 1933 ); it will not be considered further in the present paper. The second postulates the existence of two overlapping bands in each of which the energy is proportional to the square of the wave-number. This model is somewhat artificial, but it is the only one which is sufficiently simple to be tractable. The main object of the present paper is to see how far the predictions of this model can be used to interpret the experi mental facts, particularly at low temperatures where the use of a time of relaxation is not admissible. Only the electrical and thermal conductivities are discussed, the thermo-magnetic effects being left for a subsequent paper. Further, the cases in which the magnetic field is parallel to the electrical or thermal current are not considered, since the present model is not sufficiently general to give a non-zero result in such cases.
In § 2 we collect together the general formulae required for discussing the two-band model, and in § 3 the calculations are completed for the three limiting cases of very high and very low temperatures and very strong magnetic fields. The comparison with the experimental results for the electrical and thermal conductivities is given in § § 4 and 6.
The electrical resistance in a magnetic field of arbitrary magnitude has been studied by many authors, and in particular by Bronstein (1932) and Jones (1936) in the relatively simple case of high temperatures where it is legitimate to assume th at a time of relaxation exists. We show here that the same formulae can be used over the whole temperature range if certain approximations are made and if the various quantities which occur in the formulae are suitably generalized. To do this we obtain exact solutions of the transport equation in three limiting cases, namely, high temperatures, low temperatures and very strong magnetic fields. We then show th a t a comparatively simple formula (equation (57)) reduces to the correct form in these three limiting cases, though it cannot be valid for all temperatures and all fields. We further set up a corresponding equation for the effect of a magnetic field on the electronic thermal conductivity (equation (74)).
Having established the approximate validity of the formulae at low temperatures we use them to explain some results of Milner (1937) which have so far proved difficult to fit into their proper place. In experiments on cadmium at liquid helium temperatures, Milner found that in general the resistance increases with the tem perature for a given magnetic field. For sufficiently large fields, however, the resistance first diminishes as the temperature is increased from the lowest available value; it then passes through a minimum and finally increases. We show in §4-3 th at in certain circumstances the resistance of the two-band model behaves in just this manner.
In § 5 we discuss Matthiessen's rule, and we show th at the strict additivity of the residual and ideal resistances is not to be expected except in special cases.
The electronic thermal conductivity is considered in § 6, and formulae are given for the effect of a magnetic field on the Lorenz number. It is shown th at in general the Lorenz number is increased by the presence of a magnetic field, which is in agreement with the experimental facts.
In § 7 we consider the thermal conductivity due to the lattice, and we show th at it is unaffected by the presence of a magnetic field. This gives a partial justification for the experimental procedure of determining the lattice thermal conductivity by applying such a strong magnetic field th at the electronic thermal conductivity is reduced to negligible proportions. Since, however, most models show th at the electrical and thermal resistivities should saturate in very strong magnetic fields and not become infinite, caution must be used when extrapolating the results obtained with finite fields.
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General formulae
We use the well-known model in which there are two overlapping partially filled bands of normal form, the s-and d-bands. We assume that the s-d transitions are negligible. This restriction can readily be removed (see Wilson 1938) , but nothing is gained thereby, as it merely complicates the result without introducing any phenomena which have not been fully discussed before. W ith this simplifying assumption the behaviour of the electrons in each band is independent of what happens in the other band, and the contributions of the bands to the currents can be calculated separately. We also neglect the quantization of the electron orbits due to the magnetic field, an effect which has been considered by Titeica (1935) , which means that our results require a correction when the temperature is very low or the magnetic field is very high. We hope to consider the magnitude of this correction in a subsequent paper.
We use the standard notation (see, for example, Wilson 1936), but supplement it by inserting a suffix s or d, referring to the s-and d-band, when necessary to avoid confusion.
The energy levels in the s-band are given by
where k is the wave-vector with components kx, Jc2, k3, and ms is the effective mass of the electrons, while the corresponding expression for the energy levels in the d-band is given by
where A is the energy overlap of the two bands. Since both bands are supposed to be partially occupied by electrons, the Fermi energy level £ must be such that 28-2 0 < £ < A. The distribution function/for the electrons is most conveniently written as
where cx(E) and c2(E) are two functions of the energy which have to be determined, and w here/0 is the Fermi function,* * /o e(E-QlkT + l ' there being two separate distribution functions, one for each band. (When considering the ^-electrons it is convenient to change the signs of and in equations (3) and (4) so as to ensure that equations (7) and (8) apply to both the s-and the ^-electrons. This is the convention adopted here, but any consistent convention can be used.) The expression (3) is the correct form for / when there is a magnetic field (0,0, H), an electric field (<^.,<^,,0) and a temperature gradient ( , 0), which is sufficiently general for our present purpose.
In the steady state, / is determined by the Boltzmann equation
E. H. Sondheimer and A. H. Wilson
The general expression for [3//d£]fleids is (Wilson 1936, p. 158, equation (226) )
where -e is the electronic charge, v is the velocity of an electron (kv = gradkF), c is the velocity of light a n d /is supposed to be a function of the wave-vector k and the space-vector r. N ow /0 only involves the space coordinates through T and £, which in a homogeneous metal is a function of the temperature only. Hence, if we insert (3) into the above expression for [df/dt]fleids and neglect as usual products of cx(E) or c2( E ) with <f or grad T but retain all the terms involving H, we find fo the 5-electrons
the suffix s being omitted. [df/dt] con. is the rate of change of/due to collisions between the electrons and the lattice. Its explicit form is given in § 3, but for the present it is only necessary to know th at it involves the unknown functions c^E) and c2(E) linearly, so that we may write for the 5-electrons
where L is an integral operator and the suffix s has been again omitted. Combining (4), (5) and (6) we obtain the following simultaneous equations for cx and c2:
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There are corresponding expressions for Jy and with cx replaced by c2. In writing down the currents for the rf-band it must be borne in mind th at k = 0 does not correspond to E -0, as it does for the s-band, bu expressions corresponding to (9) and (10) are therefore
where E' = A -E. The total electrical and thermal currents are the sums of those due to the two bands separately, and it can readily be shown that they are of the form
wx -
In the above equations i8 is a quantity depending upon the magne s-electron variables, while id is the corresponding quantity for the d-electrons. In order to show that the currents have the forms given above, the simultaneous integral equations (7) and (8) for cx and c2 have to be solved formally in terms of the resolving nuclei, and the resulting expressions for c1 and c2 inserted into equations (9) to (12). In this way we obtain formal expressions for the coefficients th at occur in equations (13) to (16), from which the symmetry relations between the coefficients can be verified at once. The proof is straightforward but cumbersome and is left to the reader. So far as the general theory is concerned, all th at is required is the general form of the equations, the symmetry relations between the coefficients, and the relations (18). No further progress can be made unless the integral equations can be solved explicitly. This is done in § §3T and 3-2 for two special cases, and explicit expressions for the i' s are given there. (It is obv equations (7) and (8) that the currents must involve the electric field and temperature gradient linearly, and that they must therefore have the general form given in equations (13) to (16), but the relations between the coefficients cannot be determined except by formally solving the integral equations. The symmetry relations in the most general case have been determined by Kohler (1941) , and the equations given above are particular cases of his.)
To proceed further the integrals is and id must be evaluated, which is done by the usual approximate method for integrals involving the Fermi distribution function. First, is is expanded as an ascending series in and id as an ascending series in ( k T m 2,where £' = A -g :
n n
All the physical quantities of interest can then be expressed in terms of the but for ordinary temperatures (which are well below the temperature at which the electron gas becomes non-degenerate) it is sufficient to retain only the lowest iPO's which give a non-zero result. In deciding what approximation to go to, the following relations are required:
together with the corresponding relations for the s with £ replaced by £'. These relations are easily proved in general by inserting the formal expressions for cx and c2 into the integrals and evaluating the to the zero order by replacing E everywhere by £. The proof is left to the reader; the relations can also be verified in the particular cases of interest here from the explicit expressions given in § 3.
The electrical conductivity cr is measured by applying an electric field in say the x direction and observing the current in this direction. No electric current is allowed to flow in the transverse direction and the temperature of the specimen is kept uniform, so th at Jy -0 and dTjdx = dTjdy = 0. Equation (14) deter transverse electric field $y set up, and, if < a y is eliminated, equation
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The conditions under which k, the thermal conductivity, is measured do not seem to have been standardized. No electric current flows, so th at 0 and dTjdx 0, but the thermal conditions in the y direction are a m atter of some speculation. In general, it would seem that the experimental conditions are such that, approximately, wy = 0, since the specimen is usually in the form of a long strip whose ends are kept at a constant difference of temperature while no attem pt is made to control the temperature of the edges, which are only cooled by radiation. It will therefore be assumed th at the correct condition is = 0. Then
The expressions for all the other galvano-and thermo-magnetic effects can be deduced from equations (13)-(16).
Special solutions
3-1. High temperatures. At high temperatures such th at ( 0 /T)2 can be neglected, where 0 is the Debye temperature, a time of relaxation exists. It is therefore permissible to write (Wilson 1936, pp. 159, 208) 
where the time of relaxation r is in general different for the two bands. Equation (23) should therefore be applied to the two bands separately, and and rd are functions of the energy only. Omitting the suffixes s and d, and combining equations (3), (4), (5) and (23), the following equations for cx and c2 are obtained:
where a = eHjhe. It is easy to verify th a t the currents have the form shown in equations (13) to (16), and the explicit expressions for the s are found to be
Now expand the i' s in powers of (kTjQ2 by means o# the well-known f
3-2. Low temperatures. At sufficiently low temperatures where the residual resistance predominates the method of successive approximations given by Wilson (1937) can be used. When scattering by both impurities and the lattice vibrations is considered, the collision operator L is given by (Wilson 1937, equation (19) 
Here is a constant determining the effect of the impurities (in Wilson's notation
The usual notation is employed here, with tj = (E -Q/kT, and A and D are constants characteristic of the pure metal. Now solve the equations (7) and (8) by successive approximations, first neglecting L'(c) in order to obtain,the zero approximation c(0). Next substitute c = c(0) + c(1) and neglect Z/(c(1>) in order to determine c(1), and so on. The zero and first-order approximations then give the following expressions for the s :
* T h e e x p re s s io n o n t h e r i g h t o f th is e q u a tio n is n o t L(c) b u t a m u ltip le o f it. T h e m u ltip ly in g c o n s t a n t is m o s t e a sily d e te r m in e d b y a n in s p e c tio n o f e q u a tio n s (3) a n d ( 19) o f W ils o n 's p a p e r a n d e q u a tio n s (4 ), (5 ) a n d (6) o f th e p r e s e n t p a p e r .
where
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The simplest way to obtain V, W, X, Y explicitly is to proceed as follows. By use of equation (11) 
Now expand Fm n(E,z) in powers of JcTz, but treat the term 2 as a constant, so that
Fm,n(E,z) = A mfn(E,z) + kTzBmJ E ,z ) + (kTz)*Ctnfn(E,z) + ..., where
A, B ,C , ... are even functions of z, and in particular
where dashes denote differentiation with respect to E. Substitution of this into (38) and evaluation of the integrals to the second order in kT/£ then gives
where A, B, C ,... are now functions of £ and z, and dashes denote differentiation with respect to £. Also 
3-3. Strong magnetic fields. Kohler (1940) has given a method of successive approximations which is useful when the magnetic field is very large. The zero-order approximation is obtained by neglecting entirely all the terms arising from [9//<^]coii.-The higher approximations can be obtained by proceeding exactly as in the preceding section. After a considerable amount of algebra the following results are obtained:
CL oCL
These expressions are exactly the leading terms in (42) to (45) if they are expanded in powers of 1 /a2, but, whereas equations (42) to (45) are only valid at low temperatures, equations (46) to (48) are valid at all temperatures. This is a very unexpected result, since it is known th at the higher order correction terms are im portant in equa tions (42) to (45) and th at the effects of the lattice vibrations and of the impurities are not strictly additive. This m atter is discussed in more detail in § 5.
The electrical conductivity
4*1. At high temperatures a time of relaxation exists, and the electrical con ductivity can readily be calculated by means of equations (19) and (27). The resulting expression for cr can be put into various forms with a certain amount of algebraic manipulation and by using the relations (Wilson 1936, p. 16, equation (29)
where ns and nd are the number of electrons and vacancies in the s-and d-bands respectively. The most convenient form for cr seems to be In the absence of a magnetic field the conductivity is c 2 '
and by combining (50) and (51) it is seen that the relative change in resistivity is The question now arises whether a more general formula of the same type can be found for the change in resistance which will be valid at all temperatures. From previous work on the electrical resistance in the absence of a magnetic field (Wilson 1937; Dube 1938) , it is known that the answer is no if an attem pt is made to find an exact formula, but it is still possible to find an 'interpolation formula' which has the same validity as the well-known 'interpolation formula' for the normal electrical resistance. The obvious way to set up such an interpolation formula is to eliminate ts and rd from equations (50) to (52) and the equations
all of which are only valid at high temperatures. Since the times of relaxation do not appear explicitly in the resulting expressions, but are replaced by the con ductivities in zero magnetic field, which of course always have a direct physical significance, it seems likely that the formulae so obtained will have a wider validity than their derivation would suggest. This conjecture turns out to be well founded, since the interpolation formulae reduce to the correct formulae in the three limiting cases of high temperature and arbitrary magnetic field, low temperature and arbitrary magnetic field, and large magnetic field and arbitrary temperature. I t would be difficult to set up a simple interpolation formula which satisfied further criteria than reducing to the correct expressions in the above three limiting cases.
4-2. The simplest way to prove the statements made in the preceding paragraph is to compare the various expressions for V and . I t can readily be seen that, replacing mj(ne2T) i n the expression (27) 
and treating all terms involving as small compared with the others, the expres sion (42) 
+ 'H \2(ns
These equations have been given before but only in the form (50) to (52), and Jones (1936) has used them to discuss the magnetic effects in bismuth. Until now, however, the derivations given have all assumed the existence of1 a time of relaxation, and +he equations could not be used with any confidence at low temperatures where the magnetic effects are most interesting and most marked. There are two cases to discuss depending on whether ns is or is not equal to nd. Case (i). n8 = nd = \n In this case (p -po)IPo is proportional to H2 for all field strengths. K experiments, on the other hand, indicate th at while (/? -/90)/p0 is proportional to H 2 for small fields it tends to increase more slowly than 2 for large fields and in fact approximately linearly. This indicates th at case (i) is not realized in practice.
In order to obtain simple qualitative results from the formulae it is sufficient to put p0s -pod -2 p0. Then
P-Pt+ ( -) * -. (60) \necj p0
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If p is treated as a function of p0, it has a minimum value pmln = 2 which occurs when p0 = H/(nec). Now p0 can never be less than the residual resistivity pr, so th at the minimum only occurs provided that H > necpr. Therefore the qualitative picture of pa s a function of T is as follows. For H < necpr the resistivity increases steadily with T from its value at T = 0, and for sufficiently high temperatures it differs negligibly from the ideal resistance pi with the magnetic fields that are obtainable in practice. For H > necpr the resistivity at first decreases as T increases (the decrease being initially p{{(H/necpr)2 -1} and hence proportional to T5), reaches the minimu value 2 H/(nec) at that value of T for which p0 -Hj{nec) and then steadily increases.
Case (ii). ns* n d
In this case (p -p0)lp0 is proportional to H 2 for small fields but reaches a constant value for very large fields. In fields of intermediate value (pincreases more slowly than H 2, and it is not difficult to reproduce the type of result obtained by Kapitza provided it is assumed that the fields which produce saturation lie beyond the experimental range.
Writing, for simplicity, p0s = pod = 2p0, (57) becomes
from which the temperature variation of p can be determined. For sufficiently small values of ns -nd, the temperature variation of p is the same as in case (i), namely, a minimum exists for large values of H. If, however, ns -nd is sufficiently large, there is no minimum, whatever the value of H, and increases steadily with T. The minimum in th e p -T curve for large values of H has been observed by Milner (1937) for cadmium. There are also indications th at other workers would have found similar results if they had pushed their experiments far enough, but Milner's work is the only one known to us in which the minimum has definitely been found. Milner gives no explanation of the existence of the minimum, but points out th at it may be connected with the quantization of the electronic orbits due to the magnetic field. I t is certainly true th at the conditions under which the Boltzmann equation are valid begin to break down when H is of the order of necp and th at the quantization must then be considered, but without detailed calculation it is impossible to tell how large a correction to the present formulae is introduced by considering the quantization. This point will be considered in detail in a later paper, but for the present it need only be remarked th at the existence of the minimum is shown by the elementary theory in which quantization is neglected, and it is probable th at the more refined theory will only change the quantitative and not the qualitative results.
Any detailed comparison of the present formulae with the experimental results is out of the question, first because of the extremely meagre and unsatisfactory nature of the experimental data available, and secondly because it would be unreasonable to expect the simplified model used to be exactly applicable to any real metal. The general form of the equations is, however, probably reasonably correct (for a discussion of the results to be expected from a general model see Peierls 1931), though no reliance can be placed upon the values of the numbers which occur in the formulae. To explain most properties of metals it is sufficient to treat the electrons as if their energy levels were given by the simple formula E = H2 | k |212m, but if this is done there is no magneto-resistance effect. This is because the simpler phenomena depend essentially upon the total number of electrons present, whereas the magneto-resistance effect depends upon an average of the departure of the energy levels from spherical symmetry. In addition to n, the total number of electrons and vacancies, a new quantity na should therefore be intro duced, which has the dimensions of a number of electrons per unit volume and which is related to the non-spherical nature of the surfaces of constant energy. In the present model, n -ns + nd, while n2 must be related to nsnd, since it or nd -0. It therefore seems probable on general grounds that if more general models could be worked out (and at the moment there seems to be no prospect of this being achieved) formulae would be obtained similar to those derived here, but with ns and nd replaced by appropriate combinations of n and na and with the numerical factors changed. In trying to interpret the experimental results it is best to assume th at ns and nd are parameters connected with n and na in some not too clearly defined way, and not to use the two-band model in too literal a manner.
The formulae given here are in fair quantitative agreement with the experimental results on cadmium. For example, for one of Milner's specimens p0 -4-5 x 10-21 gaussian units at 2-35° K, and p = l-4x 10-18 in a field of 2 x 104 gauss. Equation (60) gives n = 1*7 x 1022, and with this value it is estimated th a t in a field of 2-28 x 104 gauss the resistivity of cadmium reaches a minimum value of 1-8 x 10-19 at a tem perature corresponding to p0 = 0*9 x 10~19. The observed valu 0-6 x 10~19 respectively.
Matthiessen's rule
5*1. Matthiessen's empirical rule states th at the electrical resistivity consists of two parts, the ideal resistivity p; characteristic of the pure metal, and the residual resistivity pr which is due to impurities, strains, etc., and which varies from specimen to specimen. Since the total resistivity p is supposed to be the sum of pt and pr, and since pr is independent of temperature, all the resistance-temperature curves for a given metal in different states of purity should be capable of being superposed by shifting them parallel to the p-axis.
Until lately Matthiessen's rule was supposed to be well founded, but recent experimental and theoretical work (see, for example, Griineisen 1933; Justi & Scheffers 1938; and Dube 1938) has shown that the rule can only be considered to be a good first approximation, and that deviations from it are to be expected in those temperature regions where the residual and ideal resistances are of the same order of magnitude. For metals of high purity this means temperatures of the order of 10° K.
Dube (1938) attempted to determine the deviations from Matthiessen's rule for the simplest model in which the electrons are free and are located in a single band of normal form. He was able to obtain the first correction term, but owing to the complexity of the higher order corrections his formulae were not valid in the interesting temperature region. His results, however, are of importance in showing th at even with the simplest model deviations from Matthiessen's rule are to be expected.
So far little attention has been given to the validity or otherwise of Matthiessen's rule when a magnetic field is present, but, unless care is taken to separate the various effects, much of the experimental work will be of little value. For the reasons given below Matthiessen's rule cannot be expected to be valid except more or less by accident, and attempts to simplify the experimental results by assuming the validity of the rule are not likely to be successful.
For the two-band model used here Matthiessen's rule does not hold even in the absence of a magnetic field. Since the electrons in the two bands are independent of one another the conductivities of the two bands are additive and
Neglecting the effect discussed by Dube and assuming that Matthiessen's rule applies to each band separately,
It is not then possible to express p as the sum of pr and pi where pr depends only on prs and prd, while pt depends only on pis and pid.
To find the.deviations from Matthiessen's rule the procedure is as follows. Now define pr as the resistivity when x = a = 6 -0, that is, ab xy
Then the deviation A from Matthiessen's rule is
Having found pt by measurements on the ideally pure substance, the apparent residual resistivity of any specimen is p'r = Equa that A is always positive and is strongly temperature dependent.
To obtain a qualitative picture of the temperature variation of A it is sufficient to put Xa -b and fix = y. Then
At low temperatures x is small compared with a, so th at A is proportional to x, that is, to pp while at high temperatures, where x is large compared with a, A is proportional to a, that is, to pr. I t is therefore seen that A is zero when 0; it increases as T increases and finally reaches a constant value proportional to pr. For very pure metals the constancy of A holds down to very low temperatures, and the constancy of the apparent residual resistance is no guarantee of the validity of Matthiessen's rule unless the measurements are carried out at temperatures where pi is of the same order of magnitude as pr. The observed values of A are positive, increase with temperature and are smallest for the purest specimens (Griineisen 1933) . This is in agreement with the predictions of the two-band model and also probably of any model more complicated than the one-band free-electron model. The A calculated by Dube for the latter model is negative and proportional to 1 jpr. Its importance is presu with that of the effects discussed here. 5*2. Since Matthiessen's rule does not hold in the absence of a magnetic field it clearly cannot hold when a magnetic field is present. The results are even more complicated than when the magnetic field is zero, and no useful purpose would be served by discussing them in detail except in the limiting case of an infinite magnetic field, since the results are then very much simplified. Further, when H is infinite the equations derived in § 3*3 are exact, so that the results given here are valid for all temperatures without approximation. As in §4*3 there are two cases to consider.
Case (i). ns = nd
In this case equations (46) 1 (69) which is a remarkable result since it shows that the residual and ideal conductivities are additive and not the resistivities. This represents as extreme a departure from Matthiessen's rule as it is possible to imagine. It is a consequence of the fact that, when ns -nd, crH=00 is proportional to ps=0.
Case (ii). ns^n d
In this case equations (46) and (48) give
and Matthiessen's rule holds exactly. Since these two particular cases give such widely differing results, it is clear that nothing simple can be expected in the general case. Hence the Wiedemann-Franz law holds for all values of the magnetic field, and all results concerning the electrical conductivity can be translated at once into corre sponding results concerning the electronic thermal conductivity. To obtain results of more general validity the procedure as in §4 is to set up an interpolation formula which reduces to the correct form in the three limiting cases for which the solution is known. Here, however, the situation is more delicate than for the electrical conductivity, since it is known that the extrapolation of results based upon the existence of a time of relaxation gives an incorrect answer at low temperatures, but with the three limiting cases as guide it is not difficult to find the correct generalization. It is merely necessary to replace everywhere by LnT//c0, where k0 is the thermal conductivity in zero magnetic field and Ln is the 'normal' value $(7r&/e)2 of the Lorenz number. The expressions corresponding to (55) and (56) are 
<■»
To show th at (71) and (72) give the correct expressions for X and Y it is merely necessary to insert the value for k0 given by (73) and show th at (44), (45), (47) and (48) are obtained in the two limiting cases of 1 very small and H very large. The proof is elementary and the details are left to the reader.
I t is now possible to write down the expressions corresponding to (57), (58) (77) and (78) 
which shows th at L increases initially with if For very large values of H, however, L has the value L0, so that L initially increases with H, reaches a maximum and finally tends asymptotically to its initial value L0.
The experimental data with which to compare the theoretical results are not very extensive (Griineisen & Adenstedt 1938; Griineisen & Erfling 1940 ), but they are in qualitative agreement with the predictions outlined above. The Lorenz number is increased by the application of a magnetic field, but there is no evidence as to whether it passes through a maximum or not. Measurements on metals which do and do not show saturation in strong fields are particularly desirable to settle this point.
To verify that the formulae give results of the right order of magnitude, equa tions (60) and (77) have been used to obtain two estimates of n for beryllium. A typical set of observed values is (Griineisen & Erfling 1940) = 8*4 x 10-21, L0 -1-42 x 10-13 at 22-6° K and p = 7-9 x 10~19, L = 2-92 x 10-13 at the same tem perature in a field of 1*17 x 104 gauss. (All figures are in gaussian units.) With these values equation (60) gives n = 1022 and equation (77) gives n -6*2 x 1022. Better agreement could of course have been obtained by using equations (61) and (79) which have two adjustable constants.
The lattice conductivity
In poor conductors such as bismuth an appreciable part of the thermal con ductivity is due to the crystal lattice. This matter has been discussed at length by Makinson (1938) , and it is merely necessary to complete his discussion by considering
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whether the lattice conductivity is affected by a magnetic field or not. There is, of course, no direct effect, but in certain temperature regions the lattice conductivity is almost entirely governed by the collisions of the electrons with the lattice, and as the paths of the electrons are changed by the magnetic field there might be an indirect effect on the lattice conductivity. I t turns out, however, th at there is no effect.
To prove this it is merely necessary to re-examine Makinson's argument th a t the interaction of the lattice with the electrons depends solely upon the equilibrium constants of the lattice provided th at no electric current is flowing. Makinson's argument, given below his equation (18), depends only on the fact th at in the absence of an electric current c{tj) is an odd function of y ( determines the departure of the distribution function from the Fermi function). This is true whether there is a magnetic field or not, the one extra complication introduced by the presence of a magnetic field being that there are two functions cx(^) and to consider instead of one, but both are still odd functions of rj when the electric current is zero. A mag netic field is therefore without effect upon the conductivity of the lattice.
This result justifies to a certain extent one of the principal methods of separating the lattice conductivity from the total thermal conductivity. Both k and are measured in a magnetic field of increasing intensity at a given temperature, and k is plotted against crT (Gruneisen & Adenstedt 1938) . The resulting curve is extrapolated to zero value of crT, and the intercept on th conductivity. There are two assumptions here: first, th at the lattice conductivity is independent of the magnetic field, and secondly, th at the electrical conductivity and the electronic thermal conductivity are both zero when the magnetic field is infinite. It has just been seen th at the first assumption is correct, but it is by no means certain th at the second is justified. For the model discussed here both and k show saturation in strong fields (unless ns = nd), and it is not to cr -0. Instead the curve should be extrapolated to its end-point at which would give a somewhat larger value for the lattice conductivity than extra polating to cr = 0. This complication does not seem to have been taken into account in discussing the experimental results; it would only affect them if high accuracy is required.* R e f e r e n c e s B ro n s te in , M. * E x tr a p o l a ti o n o f th e K -crT c u rv e to <rw=00 g iv e s Kg + K//«,co> w h e re is th e la t ti c e th e r m a l c o n d u c tiv ity a n d k h is th e e le c tro n ic th e r m a l c o n d u c tiv ity w h e n is H , b u t e q u a tio n ( 79) sh o w s t h a t L = L 0 fo r b o th II = 0 a n d 00 w h e n ws 4=nd. H e n c e Kg = k -kh = k -Lcrh T is th e in te r c e p t o n th e /e-axis o f th e s t r a i g h t lin e jo in in g th e e n d -p o in ts o f th e k -a T c u rv e a t H = 0 a n d H -00. T he th eo ry of liquids fo rm u lated in p a rt I a n d applied to th e equilibrium sta te in p a rt I I is here extended to liquids in m otion. T he connexion betw een th e m acroscopic a n d microscopic properties is revealed b y th e d eriv atio n o f a set of generalized hydro d y n am ical equations, of w hich th e fu n d am en tal eq u atio n s o f h y d rodynam ics are a special case; th e m ore general equations describe th e m ean m o tio n o f clusters o f m olecules in th e fluid. I t is show n th a t th e pressure tensor an d energy-flux v ecto r in a fluid consist of tw o p a rts, due to th e th e rm a l m otion of th e m olecules an d th e in term olecular forces respectively, of w hich only th e first is found in th e kinetic th eo ry of gases, b u t of w hich th e second is d o m in an t for th e liquid sta te .
A m ethod is evolved for th e stu d y of those 'n o rm a l5 non-uniform sta te s which relate to a ctu a l m onatom ic fluids in m otion. I t becomes ap p a re n t, as in th e case of equilibrium , th a t th ere is a region of tem p e ra tu re an d den sity w here a n aly tical singularities arise, closely associated w ith th e process o f condensation.
R igorous expressions for th e coefficients of viscosity an d th e rm a l conduction are th e n derived w hich apply equally to th e liquid an d th e gas. T hey consist o f tw o p a rts due to th e th erm al m otion and m olecular forces respectively, of w hich th e first is do m in an t for th e gas, and th e second for th e liquid. B y ap p ro x im atin g to th e rigorous form ula, an expression for th e viscosity of liquids is o btained, com parable w ith certain o th e r form ulae, previously proposed on quasi-em pirical grounds, an d giving good agreem ent w ith experim ent.
A n integro-differential eq u atio n is derived for th e d eterm in atio n of th e d istrib u tio n functions relating to th e non-uniform sta te . A full discussion is given o f th e sim plest case, an d th e velocity d istrib u tio n in, non-uniform liquids an d gases exam ined.
I ntroduction
In the first paper of this series (Born & Green 1946) , we have explained a general method for dealing with an assembly of equal particles not in equilibrium; in the second (Green 1947) , the special case of equilibrium has been treated, and it has been shown th a t even here, where the new method is completely equivalent to statistical mechanics, it is more powerful in obtaining explicit results. In the present paper, a moving fluid will be treated in more detail, and not only the thermo-mechanical
